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ROTUNDITY IN LEBESGUE-BOCHNER FUNCTION SPACES

BY

MARK A. SMITH AND BARRY TURETT

Abstract. This paper concerns the isometric theory of the Lebesgue-

Bochner function space Lp{p, X) where 1 <p < oo. Specifically, the ques-

tion of whether a geometrical property lifts from X to Lp{ ft, X) is examined.

Positive results are obtained for the properties local uniform rotundity, weak

uniform rotundity, uniform rotundity in each direction, midpoint local

uniform rotundity, and fi-convexity. However, it is shown that the Radon-

Riesz property does not lift from X to Lp( fi, X). Consequently, Lebesgue-

Bochner function spaces with the Radon-Riesz property are examined more

closely.

1. Introduction. Frequently in the literature authors have proved theorems

stating that the Banach sequence space lp(X) has a certain geometric prop-

erty exactly when the Banach spaces X and F have that same property [1], [4],

[5], [11], [13], [18], [25]. Less frequently, however, do authors consider the

corresponding question for the Lebesgue-Bochner function space Lp( ¡i, X)

(see [3] for a discussion of this space). Although most people are willing to

believe an affirmative answer to such a question, the proof of such a response

is often nontrivial. In 1941, Day [4] proved that Lp(n, X) for 1 <p < oo is

uniformly rotund whenever X is uniformly rotund by defining an embedding

from the simple functions of Lp( ¡i, X) into the space lp(X) and then applying

the corresponding result that he proved for lp(X). Subsequently, McShane

[14] gave a direct proof of Day's result. It is well known [5] and much more

easily proved that an analogous theorem holds if uniform rotundity is

replaced by rotundity (strict convexity).

In this paper, theorems of the same ilk are obtained for several convexity

properties that lie in strength between uniform rotundity (UR) and rotundity

(R) as well as for some other geometrical notions. In particular, if X is locally

uniformly rotund (LUR) and 1 <p < oo, it is shown that Lp(p, A") is also

locally uniformly rotund. This answers a question posed to us by J. Diestel.

Similar theorems are obtained for X weakly uniformly rotund (WUR),

uniformly rotund in every direction (URED) or midpoint locally uniformly

rotund (MLUR). To avoid confusion, the relative strengths of these distinct

rotundity notions are given in the chart below where an arrow denotes

implication.
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All of these properties are known to carry over from X to lp(X) for

1 <p < oo. However, neither Day's embedding argument nor McShane's

proof for the uniform rotundity case seems adaptable to prove the theorems

concerning these generalizations of uniform rotundity in Lp( ¡i, X). Here, a

technique is presented that with the appropriate modification of details yields

the proofs of all four of the theorems indicated above. But it should be noted

that this technique does not seem adaptable to prove Day's result.

In contrast to these positive results, an example is given of a reflexive

Banach space X with the Radon-Riesz property, called property (H) in Day

[6, p. 146], for which 7/([0, 1], A, A") fails to have the Radon-Riesz property

for each 1 < p < oo. This answers a question posed by E. Leonard [11, p.

256]. This result deviates from the pattern set above since it is known that if X

has the Radon-Riesz property, then lp(X) for 1 < p < oo also has the

Radon-Riesz property [1], [11]. Consequently, Lebesgue-Bochner function

spaces having the Radon-Riesz property are examined more closely.

Finally, it is shown that if X is uniformly non-/'(n), then ¡P(X) and

Lp(fx, X) are also uniformly non-/'(n). This result generalizes the known

theorem, due to T. Figiel [17], that lp(X) and Lp(n,X) are 7f-convex

whenever X is 5-convex.

It should be noted that if Lp(n, X) has a property inherited by subspaces,

then both X and Lp( ¡i), each being isometrically isomorphic to a subspace of

Lp( fi, X), necessarily have that property. Since Lp( n) for 1 < p < oo is

uniformly rotund, it has all the geometrical properties examined in this paper

and so the problems considered here are ones of lifting a geometrical property

from X to Lp( ii, X).

The authors wish to thank Professors L. Dor, T. Morley and J. J. Uhl, Jr.

for some helpful comments.

2. A Banach space X is said to be locally uniformly rotund [13] if, for each

e > 0 and each x G X with ||x|| = 1, there exists 8(x, e) > 0 such that if

y G X with \\y\\ = 1 and ||x - y\\ > e, then ||{(x + y)\\ < 1 - 8(x, e). In

order to characterize locally uniformly rotund Lebesgue-Bochner function

spaces, an equivalent form of this definition is needed.

Lemma 1. A Banach space X is locally uniformly rotund if and only if, for

each e > 0 and each x G X with ||x|| = 1, there exists 8'(x, e) > 0 such that if

\\y\\ < 1 + 28'(x, e) and \\x - y\\ > e, then ||i(x + y)\\ < 1 - 8'(x, e).

Proof. Assume X is locally uniformly rotund, and let e > 0 and x G X

with ||x|| = 1 be given. Let 8(x, e/2) be the number guaranteed in the

definition of a locally uniformly rotund space and set 8'(x, e) =|S(x, e/2).
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If y G X and ||j>|| < 1 - 28'(x, e), then ||x + >>|| < ||x|| + ||>>|| <

2(1 - 8'(x, e)).

So consider the case |1 - ||.y|| | < 28'(x, e) and ||x — _VII > e- Let z =

y/\\y\\. Then \\z - y\\ - |1 - ||.y|| | < 8(x, e/2). Also ||jc - z\\ > e/2. (In-

deed, if ||x - z\\ < e/2, then e < ||x - .y|| < (e/2) + 8(x, e/2) < 3e/4 since

8(x, e/2) < e/4.) Hence, since X is locally uniformly rotund, ||x + y\\ < ||x

+ z\\ + \\y - z\\ < 2(1 - 8(x, e/2)) + 8(x, e/2) = 2(1 - 8'(x, e)).

Since the sufficiency is clear, the proof of the lemma is complete.

The first theorem characterizes locally uniformly rotund Lebesgue-Bochner

function spaces over finite measure spaces. Its proof will serve as a model for

later proofs.

Theorem 2. Let (S, 2, /t) be a finite measure space. If X is a locally

uniformly rotund Banach space and 1 <p < oo, then Lp((i,X) is locally

uniformly rotund.

Proof. For convenience, assume ¡i(S) = 1. The proof for general finite

measure spaces requires only minor modifications.

Let e > 0 be given and suppose/is a norm-one function in Z/(/t, A"). Since

\\f(-)\\p G Lx(n) there exists a with 0 < a < 1 such that if A G 2 with

H(A) < a, then H/xJI/, < e/16. Choose M > 1 such that the set F = {s G S:

M~x < ||/(j)|| < M} has positive measure and /i(support/\ F) < a/2. Now

choose m > M such that \/m < e/16 and the set E = {s G F:

à'(f(s)/\\f(s)\\> e/4M) > M/m), where 8' is given in Lemma 1, has positive

measure and ft(support/ \ E) < a. Set 17 = (an(F))x/p/m and note 0 < tj <

\/m.

Let g in Lp(n, X) satisfy || g||„ = 1 and ||/ - g\\p > e.

If ll(ll/(-)ll - llg(-)ll)ll, > t], then since Lp(p) is uniformly rotund there

exists 8(r,) > 0 such that \\f + g\\p < ||(||/(-)|| + ||g(-)ll)ll„ < 2(1 - 8(7,)).

Now consider the case ||(||/(-)|| - || g(-)ll)ll, < V- Let G = {s G E: \(\\f(s)\\
~ Il áíCOIDI < l/w}- Note ¡x(E \ G) < a since otherwise, by the definition of

G,

ll(ll/(-)ll - 11*0)11)11, > ll(ll/(-)ll - \\g(-)\\)xE,G\\P

> n(E \ G)x/p/m > ax/p/m > tj,

a contradiction. From this and since /t(support/ \ E) < a,

WfXExeWp < «/K»   and    \\fxs^\\p < t/U. (1)

If llÄXs^ll, > «A then, by (1), ||(||g(-)|| - \\f(-)\\)XssE\\P > ¡\gXs^\\P ~
ll/Xs\£llp > 3e/16 >r/, again a contradiction. Therefore \\gXs\E\\P <e/4

and hence by (1)

IK/-SWII, <5e/16. (2)
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Now if ||(/ - g)xs\c\\P > £/2, then, from (2) and the triangle inequality,

UXe\g\\P +  \\gXj!\G\\p  >   IK/" g)XE\G\\P

= IK/- g)Xs^G - (f-g)Xs\E\\, > 3e/16

and hence, by (1), Hg^cll, > «A This implies ||(||g(-)ll - IIXOIDXsxell,
> WsXesgWp - \\fXE\c\\P > e/!6 > tî, a contradiction. Therefore ||(/-

S)Xs\gII,, < e/2 and so

Il(/-S)jfcll, >«/2. (3)

Let B = {s G G: \\f(s) - g(s)\\ > e/4}. Then ¡i(B) > a since otherwise, by

(3) and Minkowski's inequality,

e/2 < \\(f-g)x G\\p

f WA') - gi'W Ms) + f     WÂs) - g(s)\\p dn(s)
JB JG\B

f{\\A')\\ + \\g(s)\\YMs)+fGyB(%)PM')

\/p

V/p

< 2llJX.ll, + V.(B)x/p/m + en(G \ B)x/p/4

< e/8 + e/16 + e/4,

a contradiction.

Now, from the definitions of B, G and E, for all s G B,

i/p

As) g(s)

Wf(s)\\      Wf(s)\\>5l>WI>Ä
and

gto   II . Il/Wll + [/m
II/Mil II/WII

< 1 + — < 1 + 5'
m \Wf(s)\\' 4M)'

Therefore by Lemma 1 for s G B

Wf(s) + g(s)\\ < 2(1 - M/m)Wf(s)\\.

Also, for i G B g G, \\f(s)\\ - \\g(s)\\ < \/m < M\\f(s)\\/m and hence

(l-M/m)\\f(s)\\ < \\g(s)W. (5)

(4)
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From (4), (5) and Minkowski's inequality,

i/p

i/p

v/p

w/+gwP< f  (n/(*)ii + iig(*)iir<M*)
JS\B

/    ||/W||'*(»)+f(i--^)'||/W||'*(«)
js\b jb\        m I

l-f f       \\g(s)W" dn(s) +   f (l  - %-)'\\ñs)\\> dfl(s)
Js\B JB\ m I

<[1 - (1 - (1 - M/mY)a/Mp]l/p + 1.

Note that 1 - (1 - M/mf > 0 since m > M.

Thus, in either case, the norm of the midpoint of / and g is bounded by a

number less than one and independent of g. This completes the proof of

Theorem 2.

A different sort of generalization of uniform rotundity is weak uniform

rotundity. A Banach space X is said to be weakly uniformly rotund [20] if, for

each e > 0 and each x* G X* with ||x*|| = 1, there exists 8(x*, e) > 0 such

that if x and y are in X with ||x|| = ||_y|| = 1 and x*(x — y) > e, then

||j(x + .y)|| < 1 — 8(x*,e). The next lemma is similar to Lemma 1 and

therefore its proof is omitted.

Lemma 3. A Banach space X is weakly uniformly rotund if and only if, for

each norm-one x* G X* and each e > 0, there exists 8'(x*, e) > 0 such that if

\\x\\ = 1, H^ll < 1 + 28'(x*, e) and x*(x - y) > e, then ||i(x + .y)|| < 1 -

8'(x*, e).

From the definition it is clear that a discussion of weak uniform rotundity

in a space is facilitated by some knowledge of its dual space. In order that the

dual of the Lebesgue-Bochner space Lp( ¡i, X) be tractable, in Theorem 4, A"*

is assumed to have the Radon-Nikodym property with respect to ¡x. It is well

known (see [7, IV. 1.1]) that for (S, 2, ¡i) a finite measure space and

1 <p < oo, the dual of Lp(n, X) is Lq(¡i, X*) wherep~x + q~x = 1 if and

only if A"* has the Radon-Nikodym property with respect to /x.

Theorem 4. Let (S, 2, ft) be a finite measure space. If I <p < oo and X is

a Banach space that is weakly uniformly rotund and whose dual space X* has

the Radon-Nikodym property with respect to ¡i, then Lp( fi, X) is weakly

uniformly rotund.
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Proof. Again assume /t(S) = 1. Let 77 G Lp(n, X)* = L*(/x, A"*) be of

norm one and let e > 0 be given. Since ||Z/"(-)||* G Lx(p) there exists a with

0 < a < 1 such that if ¡i(A) < a for A G 2, then HTJxJ, < e/16. Choose

M > 1 such that the set F = {s G S: M~x < ||77(í)|| < M) has positive

measure and /¿(support 77 \ F) < a/2. Now choose m > M such that the set

E = {s G F: ô'(77(j)/||77(î)||, eax/p/4x + l/pM) > \/m), where 8' is given in

Lemma 3, has positive measure and /¿(support 77 \ E) < a. Set tj =

e(ali(F))x/p/l6Mm.

Let/and g in L*(tt, X) satisfy U/H, = || g\\p = 1 and 77(/ - g) > e.

As in Theorem 2, if ||(||/(-)ll _ l|¿(')ll)ll» > "t, then the uniform rotundity

of Lp(n) forces the norm of the midpoint of/and g to be less than 1 — 8(-q).

So assume ||(||/(-)|| - BlOIDIIj, < V- Define G = {s G E: \(Wf(s)\\ -
II £(-011)1 < e/l6Mm}. Note that p(E \ G) < a. Therefore by the choice of a

f     H(s)[f(s) - g(s)] dn(s) < IITJxsvdUlK/ - áOXsx
JS\G

< (WHxsseW,

<e/4.

Hence since 77(/ — g) > e

f H(s)[f(s) - g(s)] dp(s) > e/2.

G\\P

HXE^GWq)(WñP + \g\\,)

(1)

Define P = {s G G: H(s)[f(s) - g(s)] > e/4). Then n(P) > a since other-

wise by (1)

| < fpH(s)[f(s) - g(s)] dp(s) + fGpH(s)[f(s) - g(s)] dn(s)

< l|/*Jr>ll,(ll/ll, + II«II,) + W(G \P)/4< 3e/8.

Also for each s G P

||/(5)|| >e/16M (2)

since otherwise there exists s G P G G G F such that e/4 < H(s)[f(s) —

g(s)] < M(2\\f(s)\\ + e/ï6Mm) < 3e/16.

Finally, define B = {s G P: \\f(s)\\ < (4/a)x/p). Then n(B) > a/2 since

otherwise ¡i(P \ B) > a/2 and hence 1 > \\fXp\B\\P > (V(-P \ B)/a)x/p >
2x'p.

Now, from (2) and the definitions of B, P, G, E, and F, for each s G B

H(s)

and

"toll

g(s)

As) g(s)

WAs)W

H(s)

!//■

4x + x/pM

< 1 + 8
II/WII

Therefore by Lemma 3 for s G B

Wf(s) + g(s)\\ < 2(1

J   H(s) eax/p    \

\\\H(s)\\' 4x + x/pM)'H(s)\\

l/«)ll/(*)ll- (3)
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Also, for j G B g G, \\f(s)\\ - \\g(s)\\ < ||/C0||/m and hence

(1 - 1/^)11/(^)11 < ||g(,)||. (4)
Now, as in the proof of Theorem 2, from (3), (4) and Minkowski's

inequality,

II/+SII, <

+iM1 - ^)yis)]lï Ms)V

< [1 - (1 - (1 - l/mY)(e/16MYa/2]1/p + 1.

This completes the proof of Theorem 4.

A natural concern is that the hypothesis that A"* has the Radon-Nikodym

property with respect to /i in Theorem 4 is restrictive. However, there is no

known weakly uniformly rotund Banach space whose dual space does not

have the Radon-Nikodym property. So perhaps such a concern will be proved

to be unwarranted.

A more general notion than weak uniform rotundity is uniformly rotund in

every direction, a property that characterizes those Banach spaces in which

every bounded set has at most one Cebysev center. A Banach space X is

uniformly rotund in every direction [8] if, for each e > 0 and nonzero z G X,

there exists 8(z, e) > 0 such that if x and y are in X with ||x|| = ||>>|| = 1,

||x - .y|| > e and x - y = az for some a, then ||j(x + .y)|| < 1 — 8(z, e). A

theorem analogous to Theorem 2 is obtained below for this geometrical

notion. Since its proof is similar to that of Theorems 2 and 4 some of the

computations in the proof are omitted. Again, before proceeding to the

theorem an equivalent formulation of this property is needed.

Lemma 5. A Banach space X is uniformly rotund in every direction if and only

if, for each e > 0 and norm-one z G X, there exists 8'(z, e) > 0 such that if

11*11 = L II.HI < 1 + 28'(z, e), x — y — az for some a, and \\x — y\\ > e, then

W~2(x+y)W < \-8'(z,e).

Theorem 6. Let (S, 2, it) be a finite measure space. If X is a Banach space

that is uniformly rotund in every direction and 1 <p < oo, then Lp(¡i,X) is

also uniformly rotund in every direction.

Proof. Assume [i(S) = 1. Let e > 0 be given and suppose A is a norm-one

function in Lp(ft, X). Since ||«(-)ir e ¿'(/0 there exists a with 0 < a < 1

such that if A G 2 with n(A) < a, then Pxullp < 1/8- Choose m > 1 such
that the set E = {s G support h: 0"(«(¿)/II«C0II> eax/p/4x + x/p) > \/m)

satisfies ¡i(E) > 0 and /¿(support h \ E) < a. Set tj = eax/p/\6m.

Let/ and g be norm-one functions in Lp( /x, A") such that/ — g = eh.

Suppose ||(||/(-)|| - UgiOIDIIp < V- (Otherwise the proof is completed as

before.) Let G = {s G E: \(Wf(s)\\ - ||g(OII)| < e/\6m}. Note n(E \ G) < a.

f    (WAs)W + Wg(s)wYäli(s)
'S\B
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This and the fact that /¿(support h \ E) < a imply that ||(/ - g)Xs\GWP < e/4-

Therefore since ||/ - g\\p = e

ll(/-*)Xcll, >«/2. (O

Define P = {s G G: \\h(s)\\ > 1/4}. Then n(P) > a. Also for each s G P

Il/Mil > e/16. (2)
Now define B = {s G P: \\f(s)\\ < (4/a)x/p) and note that n(B) > a/2.

From (2) and the definitions of B, P, G, and E, for each s G B

As) g(s) e

ll/WII    ll/toll    ll/WII
*(*),

Äs)       g(s)

WAs)W    WAs)W
ea Wp

41 + 1/p'

and

g(s)
< 1 + 8

Á   h(s)       eg'/' \

\\\h(s)\\' 4l+1''J'II WAs)W

Therefore by Lemma 5 for s G B

Wf(s) + g(s)W < 2(1 - l/m)Wf(s)W. (3)

Also forsËicG

(1 - l/m)||/(S)|| < ||g(j)||. (4)

Now, from (2), (3), (4), and Minkowski's inequality,

II/+ g\\, <[1 -(!-(!- \/mY)(e/l6Ya/2]l/p + 1.

This completes the proof of Theorem 6.

Another generalization of local uniform rotundity is midpoint local uni-

form rotundity. This property was introduced in [1] and initially studied as a

candidate for the rotundity notion dual to the smoothness notion of Fréchet

differentiability of the norm. A Banach space X is midpoint locally uniformly

rotund if, for each e > 0 and w G X with ||w|| = 1, there exists 8(w, e) > 0

such that if x and y are in X with ||x|| = ||^|| = 1 and ||x — .y|| > e, then

|| x + y — 2w|| > 8(w, e). The course should now be clear. A theorem analo-

gous to the ones above can be obtained by the same technique. For the sake

of space, the proof of this theorem and even the statement of the lemma that

reformulates this notion into usable form are omitted.

Theorem 7. Let (S, 2, /¿) be a finite measure space. If X is a Banach space

that is midpoint locally uniformly rotund and 1 <p < 00, then Lp(n, X) is also

midpoint locally uniformly rotund.

The preceding theorems suggest that most rotundity properties carry over

from X to Lp(¡i,X), 1 <p < 00. However, there are geometric properties

that hold for a Banach space X but not for Lp( /t, A"). The Radon-Riesz

property is one such property. A Banach space is said to have the Radon-

Riesz property if every sequence of norm-one elements that converges weakly

to a norm-one element converges in norm (that is, for sequences in the unit

sphere norm and weak convergence coincide). Radon [15] and Riesz [16]
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proved that 7_/(/x) for 1 <p < oo has this property. It is easy to show that

every locally uniformly rotund (and hence every uniformly rotund) Banach

space has the Radon-Riesz property. Also it is immediate that every Banach

space with the Schur property (coincidence of norm and weak convergence of

all sequences), for example, /' or any finite dimensional space, has the

Radon-Riesz property. So in general the Radon-Riesz property does not

imply rotundity.

Although the hoped-for duality for midpoint local uniform rotundity did

not eventuate, Anderson [1] did show that in reflexive spaces the combination

of rotundity and the Radon-Riesz property implies midpoint local uniform

rotundity and is in full duality with Fréchet differentiability of the conjugate

norm.

The next thoerem shows that in the context of Lebesgue-Bochner function

spaces the Radon-Riesz property is a condition stronger than rotundity and

hence this property does not lift from X to Lp( /¿, X).

Theorem 8. Let (S, 2, /¿) be a measure space that is not purely atomic and

let I <p < oo. If Lp(n, X) has the Radon-Riesz property, then X (and hence

Lp( fi, X)) is rotund.

Proof. If X is not rotund, there exist x and z in X such that ||x|| = ||x ±

z|| = 1 and z ¥= 0. Let T G 2 be a set of positive, finite measure that contains

no atoms and let rn denote the "nth Rademacher function" defined on T;

rn(s) = 0 for s G S \ T. For ease, assume u(T) = 1. Now define /„ and / in

Lp(n, X) by fn(s) = xxt-CO + rn(s)z and/(.s) = xxr(0 for s G S. Note that

Us) - f(s) = r„(s)z. Therefore ||/J|, = 11/11, = 1 and ||/„ - f\\p = ||z|| > 0.
The proof is completed by noting that (/„) converges weakly to / in Lp( u, X)

since (/•„) converges weakly to zero in Lp( /¿).

An application of Theorem 8 with X the two-dimensional /' space yields

the following corollary.

Corollary 9. There exists a reflexive Banach space X with the Radon-Riesz

property such that Lp([0, 1], X, X) does not have the Radon-Riesz property for

any 1 <p < oo. (\ denotes Lebesgue measure on [0, 1].)

Another interesting consequence in the setting of this theorem is that for

reflexive Lebesgue-Bochner function spaces the Radon-Riesz property is in

full duality with Fréchet differentiability of the conjugate norm. This follows

from Theorem 8 and the duality mentioned before it. Note the fact that

Lp([i, X) for 1 <p < oo is reflexive if and only if X is reflexive follows easily

from the statement immediately preceding Theorem 4.

Since both rotundity and the Radon-Riesz property in X are necessary

conditions for Lp( /¿, X) to have the Radon-Riesz property, it is natural to ask

if they are sufficient.

Question 10. If A" is a rotund Banach space with the Radon-Riesz property

and 1 <p < oo, does Z/(/¿, A") have the Radon-Riesz property?
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This question has an affirmative answer whenever X is reflexive. This

follows from the now familiar duality and a theorem of Leonard and

Sundaresan [12] stating that if 1 <p < oo, X and Lp(fi, X) have or fail to

have Fréchet differentiable norms together. With this as supporting evidence

along with the fact that the combination of rotundity and the Radon-Riesz

property is a condition lying in strength between local uniform rotundity and

rotundity, each of which lifts from X to Lp( /¿, X), an affirmative answer to

this question might be expected. However, as will be shown shortly, an

affirmative answer, even in the case when X* has the Radon-Nikodym

property, has a surprising consequence.

Anderson [1] asked whether the combination of rotundity and the Radon-

Riesz property implies midpoint local uniform rotundity. As noted above, he

obtained a positive answer for reflexive spaces. Smith [19] answered this

question negatively by giving a counterexample isomorphic to /'. In spite of

this example, it is still appropriate to ask for an affirmative response in a

setting less restrictive than the reflexive case.

Question 11. If A" is a rotund Banach space with the Radon-Riesz property

and whose dual space has the Radon-Nikodym property, then is X midpoint

locally uniformly rotund?

The next theorem establishes an affirmative response to this question for

Lebesgue-Bochner function spaces. Note that, by a result of Sundaresan [23]

(also see [7, VII. 2.9] and [24]), to assume the dual of Lp(n,X) has the

Radon-Nikodym property is no more than assuming its subspace A"* has the

same property. Moreover, the theorem gives an unqualified affirmative re-

sponse to Question 11 if Question 10 has a positive answer whenever X* has

the Radon-Nikodym property. Also note the theorem is a strengthening of

Theorem 8 under the restriction on A'*.

Theorem 12. Let (S, 2, /¿) be a finite measure space that is not purely atomic

and let 1 <p < oo. If 7_/(/¿, A') has the Radon-Riesz property and its dual

space has the Radon-Nikodym property, then X (and hence Lp((i,X)) is

midpoint locally uniformly rotund.

The proof of the theorem is expedited by the following characterization of

midpoint local uniform rotundity.

Lemma 13. A Banach space X is midpoint locally uniformly rotund if and only

if the conditions \\w\\ = 1, ||w + z„|| -* 1 and \\w — zn\\ -» 1 imply zn ->0.

Proof. The standard normalization argument shows that X is midpoint

locally uniformly rotund if and only if the conditions ||w|| = 1, ||x„|| -» 1,

||.y„|| -+ 1, and ||x„ + yn - 2w\\ -+ 0 imply x„ - yn -»0.

Now assume X is midpoint locally uniformly rotund and suppose ||w|| = 1

and || w ± z„\\ -+ 1. Let x„ = w + z„ and .y, = w - z„. Then ||x„|| ^ 1, \\yH\\

-> 1 and ||x„ + y„ — 2w\\ = 0 and hence xn — y„ = 2zn -» 0.

Conversely,  suppose  ||w|| = ||x„|| = ||j>J| = 1   and  ||x„ + yn - 2w\\ ->0.
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Let zn = xn — w and note ||w + z„|| = 1. Also ||w — z„|| -» 1 since |(1 — ||w

- *M = KII.VJI - Il2w - x„||)| < \\x„ + y„ - 2w\\. By the hypothesis it
follows that zn —> 0, that is, xn —* w. Similarly, letting zn = yn — w, it follows

that_y„ —» w and hence xn — y„ —>• 0.

Proof of Theorem 12. If A" is not midpoint locally uniformly rotund, then

by Lemma 13 there exist w and (z„) in X and c > 0 such that ||w|| = 1,

||w ± z„|| —> 1 and ||zj| > c. Let T G 2 be a set of positive measure that

contains no atoms and let rn denote the "nth Rademacher function" defined

on T; rn(s) = 0 for s G S \ T. Again assume fi(S) = 1. Define fn and / in

Lp( ¡i, X) by fn(s) = w + rn(s)zn and f(s) = w for s G S. It is easy to verify

that U/H, = 1, ll/JL, -» 1 and \\fH - f\\ > c^(T)x/p > 0. Since the dual of
Lp(fi, X) is L9(n, X*) where p~x + q~x = 1 and since simple functions are

dense in Lq((i, A"*), to show (fn) converges weakly to / it suffices to show

<**Xe> /»-/>-» 0 for all x* G X* and E G 2. But this follows since (z„) is

bounded in X and (rn) converges weakly to zero in L'(/¿). Hence Lp([i, X)

does not have the Radon-Riesz property and the proof of Theorem 12 is

complete.

The final generalizations of uniformly rotund spaces considered here are

uniformly non-/'(n) and 7?-convex Banach spaces. The notion of 7i-convexity

was introduced by Beck [2] in order to obtain a strong law of large numbers

for certain vector-valued random variables. A Banach space X is said to be

uniformly non-ll(n) if there exists e > 0 such that for each n elements

x,, . . . , x„ of the unit ball of X, \\xx ± • • • ±x„|| < n(l — e) for some

choice of signs. A Banach space is B-convex if it is uniformly non-/'(n) for

some n. The main step of our argument showing that the notion uniform

non-/'(n) lifts from X to Lp(n, X) for 1 <p < oo is contained in the

following lemma. If X is one-dimensional, the inequality follows from results

of Sundaresan [21], [22].

Lemma 14. If a Banach space X is uniformly non-lx(n) and 1 <p < oo, then

there exists a constant a with 0 < a < 1 such that if xx, . . ., xn are elements of

X, then

x, ± • • • ±x.
<^(u*.ir + --- +n*x)

where the sum is taken over all 2"~x choices of signs.

Proof. For economy of space, denote the sum on the left-hand side of the

inequality by a. Also assume, without loss of generality, that ||x,|| = 1 > ||x,||

for/ = 2, . . ., n. Let e > 0 be the e in the definition of X being uniformly

non-/'(n). Then one of the 2"~' terms in a is less than (1 — ef. The triangle

inequality and the convexity of the function <¡>(t) = \t\p on the other 2""' - 1

terms then yields the inequality

a < (1 - e) + ((2""' - l)/n)(||x,||' + - . • +||xj|').
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Therefore

1 - e 2""
+

n*iir + • • • +Kir ' i + n*2ii' + • • • +Kir '    *
First consider the case that \\x2\\p + ■ ■ ■ + \\x„WP > (n - 1)(1 - e). In this

case,

o 1-e 2"-x - 1      2"-'

ll*ill' + '-- +KII'      l+(n-l)(l-e) n n

Now consider the case that ||x2||* + • • • +||x„||/' < (n - 1)(1 - e). The

function 4X0 = \AP 1S strictly convex. Thus, if 0 < t2, . . ., t„ < 1 and at least

one of the i/s is strictly less than 1, then

/ 1 + U +•••+/„ y      i

(-—n--) <i(i + <f + ... +#)•

By the compactness of the set {(t2, . . ., t„) G [0, l]n_1: tP + ■ ■ ■ +tp < (n

— 1)(1 — e)}, there exists a constant ß with 0 < ß < 1 such that

/1 + t2 + ■ ■ ■ +1 Y     ß t
{-—--)  <f(l + # + -;- +tp)

for each (t2, ...,/„) in the above set. Therefore an application of the triangle

inequality and the last inequality to the definition of o yields

< £^0 + ii^ir + • • • +ii^ii/')-

Setting a = max{ ß, (n/2"-')((l - e)/(l + (n - 1)(1 - e)) + (2n~x -

l)/n)} completes the proof of Lemma 14.

In particular, note the theorem shows (when n = 2) that the property

uniformly nonsquare introduced by James [10] lifts from X to Lp(fi, X) and

l"(X)fox 1 <p < oo.

Theorem 15. Let (S, 2, /¿) be a measure space. If 1 <p < oo and X is a

Banach space that is uniformly non-ll(n), then Lp(fi, X) is uniformly non-lx(n).

Proof. Suppose e > 0 is given in the definition of X being uniformly

non-/'(n). Let /,,...,/„ be functions in 7/(/t, A") with ||Jj|| < 1 for / =

1, . . . , n. Then for s G S

/lW±'"±/"Wir<^(ii/,wir + ---+ii/.wn

where a is given by Lemma 14. Integrating over 5 yields 2||(/i

± • • • ±/„)/n||£ < 2"~'a. Since the sum contains 2"_1 terms, at least one of

the terms is less than or equal to a. Therefore Lp( /t, X) is uniformly
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non-/'(n) and the proof of Theorem 15 is complete.

Using a result of Giesy [9] which states that X is not 5-convex if and only

if / ' is finitely representable in X, Figiel [17] proved the following corollary.

The proof of this result is immediate from Theorem 15.

Corollary 16 (Figiel). Let (S, 2, /¿) be a measure space. If 1 <p < oo

and X is a Banach space that is B-convex, then 7_/(/¿, X) is B-convex.
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